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THE ISOTOPY PROBLEM FOR JORDAN MATRLX ALGEBRAS

BY

HOLGER P. PETERSSON

Abstract. Conditions are given which are necessary and sufficient for two

members of a certain class of Jordan matrix algebras to be isotopic. The

main ingredient of these conditions is McCrimmon's notion of isotopy for

alternative algebras.

Introduction. By a classical result due to Jacobson [2, IX, Theorem 2] (see

also Faulkner [1, Theorem 1.8]), two reduced exceptional simple Jordan

algebras are isotopic if and only if their corresponding coordinate algebras

are isomorphic. It is the purpose of the present paper to extend this theorem

to a larger class of Jordan matrix algebras. Using ideas of McCrimmon [6], it

is fairly easy to give sufficient conditions for two such algebras to be isotopic

(corollary of Proposition 3). That, under suitable restrictions, these conditions

are also necessary will then follow from a conjugacy theorem for orthogonal

systems of local idempotents in Jordan pairs recently established in [7].

The author would like to thank M. Koecher, O. Kühn, K. McCrimmon,

and A. Thedy for useful discussions on the subject.

0. Notations. Throughout k is a unital commutative associative ring of

scalars. All (nonassociative) algebras C over k are supposed to contain an

identity, which we shall write as 1. The nucleus of C will be denoted by

N(C); it is an associative subalgebra of C containing 1. If invertibility makes

sense in C, the set of invertible elements will be denoted by C*. Given an

involution J of C, we put x = J (x) for x G C as long as no confusion can

arise, and denote by H(C, J) the set of elements in C fixed under /. For

a E N(C)X n H(C, /), the map J[a]: C->C defined by J[a](x) = axa'1 for

x G C is clearly an involution satisfying H(C, J[o]) = H(C, 7)a-1. A

submodule C0 of N(C) is said to be J-ample in case aC0â c C0 for all a G C

1. Coordinate triples and Jordan matrix algebras. Let (C, J, C0) be a

coordinate triple, consisting, by definition, of an alternative algebra C over k,

an involution J of C, and a /-ample submodule C0 of C satisfying 1 G C0 c

N(C) n H(C, J). As is well known and easily seen, this implies C0 = H(C, J)
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C N(C) if 2 happens to be invertible in k, and, for arbitrary base rings, the

"maximal choice" for C0, that is, C0 = N(C) n H(C, /), satisfies the above

requirements [3, p. 1.47]. Let m > 3 be an integer and g = diag(g,,..., gm)

be an admissible diagonal matrix for (C, J, C0), that is, g¡ G C0 n Cx for

1 < i < m. Then A = Hm(C, /, C0, g) stands for the A>module of all m-by-m

matrices X = (xy) with entries in C satisfying X = g 'Xg~l, where 'X is the

conjugate transpose of X, and xH E C0g¡~1 for 1 < i < m. In the sequel it is

to be understood that we consider the k-module A only when m = 3 or C is

associative. Following [3], [5], A then carries canonically the structure of a

unital quadratic Jordan algebra and is thus called a Jordan matrix algebra.

More precisely, writing e¡j for the ordinary matrix units and setting

a[tt] - aea,   a[ij]g= g¡ae¡j + gjäeß       (i +J)

for a, a E C, the elements l[/7] (1 < í < m) make up a complete orthogonal

system of idempotents in A with corresponding Peirce spaces A¡¡ = C0g¡~\ii]

and Ay = C[ij]g (i¥=f). Also, if Pg and { }g stand for the quadratic

representation and triple product, respectively, of A, the following relations

hold, for a, ß E C0, a, b E C and i,j, I E {1,..., m) mutually distinct.

Pg(agTl[U])^[a] = a{8TlfigTl)«8rl[*\. (1)

ps(a[ü]g)b[ü]g= a{gJbg)a[ij]g, (3)

{*8f W &TW4 #]*},- »~Ifl®~ M'J']* (4)

{<^,[*MiflA~,W}.- («f tyi^'Mr (5)
Mfl^-WM«},- «*[tf]r (6)

If g = e, the m-by-m identity matrix, the subscript "g" will be dropped from

the above notation, and we shall write Hm(C, J, C0) instead of

Hm(C, J, C0, e). Our aim here is to describe the isotopy class of A in terms of

the parameters C, J, C0, g. (It does not seem to make much sense to include

m as an additional parameter since, for example, the assumption that C be

strictly alternative forces m = 3 anyway.) According to [5], the rule X h> Xg

defines an isomorphism from A onto Hm(C, /, Cq)00 where v = g~l. Hence,

in dealing with the isotopy problem, we are always allowed to assume g — e.

2. Isotopes of coordinate triples. Morphisms of coordinate triples are

defined in the obvious way. Given a coordinate triple (C, /, C0) and a E C0

nCx, it follows easily that (C, /, C0}a] = (C,J[a\ C0[fl]), where C¿a] =

CQa~l, is again a coordinate triple. We now proceed to define isotopes of

coordinate triples. Recall that, if u, v are invertible elements of an alternative
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algebra C over k, the u, v-isotope, C(",ü), of C in the sense of McCrimmon [6]

is the fc-module C together with a new product defined by x •„„ v = (xu)(vy)

for x, v G C. C(u,v) is again alternative, with identity element l(u-u) = (uv)~l.

Now suppose (C, J, C0) is a coordinate triple. Fixing u, v E C x, we define

j(«,»). c^'^-^C^^by

for x G C and set C0(",ü) = C0(wü)_1. We wish to show, among other things,

that (C("'c),/(u'e), C0("'o)) is a coordinate triple. To this end we require the

Moufang Identities

(aba)x = a(b(ax)), (7)

x(aba) = ((xa)b)a, (8)

a(xy)a = (ax)(ya), (9)

valid in every alternative algebra. As all norms «(x) = xx, hence all traces

x + x, are in the nucleus, we have, following [3, p. 1.47],

«(xy) = xn(y)x. (10)

This immediately implies

x-'/Kxy) = n(y)x, (11)

hence, in particular,

x-'«(x) = x (12)

for x G Cx. We shall also have occasion to consider the unital quadratic

Jordan algebra C+ attached to C, whose quadratic representation will be

denoted by P. Thus P(x) = LXRX, L, R being the left, right multiplication,

respectively, of C, and

P(xy) = ^(x)^, (13)

by [6, (8)]. If any of the above notation is supposed to refer to Ciu,v) rather

than C, this will be indicated by the superscript "(«, v)". For example, given

x G C x, x~l(-"'c) stands for the inverse of x in C(a,ü). It is related by

x~liu-v) = ¿»((mo)-1)*-1 (14)

to the inverse of x in C. We now claim

x(u-ü) = P((mü)_1)(«(Wü)x) =[ Xxüfiv-^u-K (15)

Indeed,

x(u'o) = (uv x)(mü)_1

= (uv)-\n(uv)x)(uv)-1   (by (12)),

giving the first part of (15). As to the second, we apply (13) and obtain
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*(«.«>> = P(v-lu-l)(n(uv)x)

= (ü"1[«_1«(«t))x]t3-1)M~1

= (»-»[«(tOwxJo-1)«-1   (by (10))

= ([^x)]^1)«-1   (by (12)),

which completes the proof of (15). Next we show

IL/«""*» - J^/L,»   R^C^ = Ca"'e). (16)

Abbreviating z = vuv gives

xu-% = (xz z"1)©

= ([(xIiT1)«-«]»-^   (by(8))

-[p^oV1]«"1   (by(8))

= x^(u',')   (by (15))

and

Crj^ü = Co*-1« = CoOr'tr1),

as desired. Finally, let us mention

nM\x) - «(xw)«-', (17)

which follows from

«(u'°(x) - x•(„,,) x(u>,) = (xu)(xHu-1)

= \(xu)xu ]m-1.

Proposition 1. (i) Let C be an alternative algebra over k and u, v G Cx.

7Ae« N(C(U'0)) - N(C)(«o)-'.

(ii) Let (C, J, C0) be a coordinate triple and u,v E C x. Then

(C, J, C0f"'o) = (C(u'o), 7("'o), Coi"'0))

¿s a coordinate triple, called the u, v-isotope of (C, J, C¿).

Proof, (i) Put z = vuv. By [6, Proposition 6], IL, is an isomorphism from

C(i-'> onto C("-u). This implies N(C("'ü)) = N(C(z''>)ü, whence it suffices to

consider the case v = 1. Then observe that, in any alternative algebra, the

three defining associator relations for the nucleus collapse to a single one. For

a, b, c E C, denote by [a, b, c] their associator in C and by [a, b, c](u,I) their

associator in C(u,1). Subtracting and adding the term [(au)(bu)]c from and to

[a, b, c](u,1) yields

[a, b, c](u,1) = [au, b, u]c + [aw, bu, c]. (18)
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Hence au E N(C) implies a G NíC*"-1*). Conversely, if a G N(C^iy), we set

c = 1 in (18), obtain [au, b, u] = 0 (b G C) and then [au, bu, c] = 0 for all b,

c E C. This yields au E N(C) and completes the proof of (i).

(ii) By (16) and [6, Proposition 6], we may assume v = 1. Then x(u,I)« =xu,

hence
-(»,1)      _

x(u'°= Xe"'0««-1 = (xu)u~x = x,

so /(«.o ¿as period at most 2. For x,y E C, we obtain

y(u-»-uAxM) = {[P(m-i)(«(W)^)]M}x("',>   (by (15))

= («-'«(m)^"-0

= (¿7j7)(x^ «)«(«)-'   (by (12))

= [i7(i7^)«]„(M)-1   (by (9))

- (" (xu)y)u~x = x-UtXy "A .

Hence 7(u,,) is an involution of C(u,1). Clearly, an element x G C remains

fixed under /<"»»> if and only if xu =xu. This implies H(C("«1), /(UlI)) =

H(C, /)«"', and we may conclude from (i) that C0(w,1) = C0w-1 is a sub-

module of NiC^n H(C(u-,), Jiu'xy) containing the identity of Ci8>1). It

remains to prove that C0(u,I) is 7(u,1)-ample. Observing the identity

(abd)x - a(A(¿x)) (19)

for a, x E C, b E C0, which follows easily from (7), we obtain

*Vi Crj"'0-«,! *(u,° - {[(x^Co»-1]«)^"-»

= (x«)(C0(xïï«-')) - [(x^Coxïï]«-'       (by (19)).

C Co«"1

The proof of Proposition 1 is now complete.

It seems remarkable that, if (C, J) is an alternative algebra with involution

not necessarily arising from a coordinate triple, and if u, v are invertible

elements of C, the mapping /(w,o) defined above need not be an involution of

C(u,0). To see this, consider McCrimmon's [6] example of the free commuta-

tive alternative algebra C in three generators x, v, z over the integers subject

to the relation z3 — 0, and put u = 1 + z. Then / = idc is an involution of C,

whereas, since C(u,1) is no longer commutative, /(M,1) « idC(«.D cannot be an
involution of C(u,,).

Proposition 2. Let (C, J, C0) be a coordinate triple and u, v E C x.

(i) If also u', v' G C x, we have
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(CJ,^)^"^ = (C,J,CQt'-°"\

where u" = u(vu')u, v" — v(v'u)v.

(ii) If a G C0 n C x, we have

(C, J, C0)Ia,(u'o) - (C, J, c0)(u-v)Uuv)"].

Proof, (i) From [6, (17)] we know C<tt'°X"'-0'> = C(tt",0"), so we only have to

worry about J and C0. By (16) and [6, Proposition 6], R^1 is an isomorphism

from (C, J, C0)(u,o) onto (C, 7, Co)(2,1), where z = ühü, hence also an

isomorphism from

(C, J, C0f-vXuW) onto (C, /, c0fM*°"'v'v"\

Assuming for the moment that the case "v = 1" has been taken care of, we

conclude

(C,J, c0)(z-1)(a'°""ü't'-')= (C,J, c0f-°'\

where

v* = (v'v-l)z = (v'u)v   (by (8))

and

u* = z[(u'v~x)z] m (vuv)[(u'u)v]    (by (8))

= v(u[v(u'u)v])   (by (7))

= v(u[(vu')(uv)])   (by (9))

= v([u(vu')u]v)   (by (7))

= vu"v.

This implies

u*v* = (ü«"ü)[(ü'm)o] = v(u"[v(v'u)v])   (by (7)),

hence

«*ü* = v(u"v"). (20)

Given x G C, we now compute

iLJc^*-0*) = i?0P((tí*ü*)"1)(«(i/*t)*)x)     (by (15))

= JRüP((M"ü")~,t3-1)([ü7j(t/"ü")ü]x)     (by (20), (10))

- RvRv-iP((u"v")-l)L«1(™(«"»")™)     (by (13), (19))

-(u",v")
= XU

Also,
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RVC^0')= RvCoW'v")-^-1 = Cá""'0**    (by (20)).

Summing up, iL, turns out to be an isomorphism from (C, J, C¿fu*'0^ onto

(C, J, Co)0*"'""*, and it follows that we may assume v — 1. Then, setting

w - "'-«.i«' = ("'")"'. w-1(u>1) is the identity of C^1*^ - C(tt"'0"> and

hence

w-i(u,i). („"„»)->. (21)

This implies w = [(«"o")-1]-1^'^ and, in conjunction with (14), yields

w = P(u~x)(u"v"). (22)

Now let x G C. Then

gfeOferi =p(».»(M;-,^,))(n('''1)(w)-u>1x("-,))   (by (15))

= P((m"ü")-,)P(m)[(/i(iv«)M-1«)x(,''1)]   (by (21), (17))

- P((u"v"yi)P(u)[n(u-l(u"v"))xM)]   (by (22))

= P((«"ü")-,)P(M)[(«-1/I(M''o'')M-,)((t73c)tt-,)]   (by (10))

= ^((«^"^^[«-'(»(aVjií-'íia))«-1]   (by (9))

= P((u"ü")~1)("(w'V')3c) = x^'-0")   (by(15)).

Finally,

- (CoW-ViK«'©*)-1   (by (21))

and the proof of (i) is complete.

(ii) As in (i), we first reduce to the case v = 1: Setting b = a(uv)~l and

using the previous notation, P,,-1 is an isomorphism from (C, J, C0)[bK"'o) onto

(C, 7, Co)1*-» - (C, 7, Q^W1, where b' - öz"'. On the other hand, P„ is
an isomorphism from (C, 7, C0)(i,1)I0'1 onto (C, 7, C0)(",1'x*"1, where

A" = A'o - az~xv - oo-'m"1     (by (8))

= A.

This settles the reduction. Now let o = 1. Then

C^"l=Cott-i.uib-Uu.i)

= (C0u-lu)(P(u-x)b~l)   (by (14))

- C0(u-l(ua-l)u~x) - Cofl-'M"1 - CS**°
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and, for x G C,

= [{(bu){P(u-x)(n(u)x))}u][P(u-x)b-x]   (by (15), (14))

= [a(u-xn(u)x)][a-xu-x]

= [a(ûx)a~x]u-x     (by (12))

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

A coordinate triple (D, K, DQ) is said to be similar to (C, 7, C0) if, for some

a E C0 n C x, (D, AT, 7>0) becomes isomorphic to an isotope of (C, 7, C0)[a].

By Proposition 2, similarity defines an equivalence relation on the class of

coordinate triples.

The above computations become almost trivial when dealing with

involutions whose norms are all in the center. It is therefore of interest to

construct examples of indecomposable finite dimensional properly alternative

algebras with involution having all norms in the nucleus but not all norms in

the center. This will be done at the end of the paper.

3. Isomorphisms of Jordan matrix algebras. By rephrasing and expanding

Theorem 3 in [6], one arrives at the following result on isomorphisms of

Jordan matrix algebras fixing the diagonal idempotents.

Proposition 3. Let (C, J, C0) and (D, K, D0) be coordinate triples, m > 3

an integer and g = diag(g„ ..., gm), A = diag(A„ ..., hm) diagonal matrices

admissible for (C, J, C0), (D, K, D0), respectively, and satisfying gx = 1, hx = 1.
Suppose

<p: Bm(C, J, Cq, g) -» Hm(Z), K, D0, A)

is an isomorphism such that <p(l[//]) = i[H]for 1 < i < m. Define p: C -» D by

<p(a[\2]g) = p(a)[\2]h (a E C)

ands,t G D by

V(1[12],)-*[12JA,   <p(l[13]g) = 4l3]A.

Then s, t E D x, and p is an isomorphism from (C, J, C0) onto (D, K, D¿fu,v)

where u = s~xt, v = t~x.

Proof. (3) immediately implies that s, t are invertible in D. Setting

w = uv = s ~ ', the calculations in the proof of Theorem 3 in [6] may be

repeated verbatim to show that p is an isomorphism from C onto D(u,ti)

sending  C0  onto  D¿u'v);  as  a  byproduct  one  also has <p(g2 l[22\) =
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s~ls~ xh2 '[22]. Using this as well as (3), (5), we obtain, for a EC,

p(ä)[\2]h = ç(â[12]f) = 9(/V0[12]f){l[llMl2]Ä-,[22]} J

= Ph(s[l2]h){l[U]p(a)[l2]hs-xs-xh2x[22]}h

= PA(4l2]A)p(a)S-,í-'A2-1[12]A

= s(h2h2xs-xs-xpjä))s[\2]h = KaT^w-'[12]A

= pJÖ)M[n]h.

Hence p respects the involutions, and Proposition 3 follows.

We would like to point out here that the arguments above together with [6,

Theorem 3] immediately yield a new proof of Proposition 1(h). However, this

approach requires at least parts of the Coordinatization Theorem as well as

the fact that Hm(C, 7, C0) carries the structure of a quadratic Jordan algebra,

both of which can be established only by fairly long computations, and so a

direct proof, independent of the Jordan theory, seems to be desirable.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3, we obtain a sufficient

condition for two Jordan matrix algebras to be isotopic.

Corollary. Let (C, J, C0), (D, K, D0) be similar coordinate triples and

m > 3 an integer. Then Hm(C, 7, C0) and Hm(7>, K, D¿) are isotopic.

Proof. If a G C0 n Cx, the Jordan algebras Hm(C, 7, C¿) and

Hm(C, J[a], Cq1"1, g), where g = diag(a-1, .. ., a~x), are the same, so

Hm(C, J, C0) is isotopic to Hm(C, Jl"\ C¿al). We may therefore assume from

now on that (D, K, D0) = (C, J, C0){u'e), for some u, v E C x. Setting w - uv,

the General Coordinatization Theorem leads to a coordinate triple (B, I, 2?0).

a diagonal matrix / = diag(fx,... ,fm), admissible for (B, I, P0)> as weu as

satisfying /, = 1, and an isomorphism r/: Hm(C,7, C¿)-*íim(B, I, B0,f)

such that T)(l[//]) = l[/i] (1< i < m), ij(w_1[12]) = 1[12L, T}(t>_I[13D =

1[13L, and rj(l[l/]) = 1[1/L (4 < i < m). Applying Proposition 3 to <p = r/-1,

we obtain an induced isomorphism from (B, I, B¿) onto (C, 7, C0)("'o) =

(D, K, DQ). Hence Hm(Z>, K, D0), being isomorphic to Hm(P, 7, B), is isoto-

pic to Hm(C, 7, Co).

4. Complete Jordan pairs. We wish to derive the converse of the preceding

corollary under certain additional hypotheses on the coordinate triples in-

volved. The appropriate framework for these hypotheses is the theory of

Jordan pairs, due to Loos [4], which will be taken for granted in the sequel.

However, we will have to make a few comments on the terminology and

results in [7].

Accordingly, fixing a Jordan pair V over k, V is said to be connected in case

any two orthogonal local idempotents in F/rad V are connected in the usual
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sense. We recall from [7] the following results.

Lemma 1. Let c be an idempotent in V and suppose that d+ E V2(c)+ is

invertible in V2(c), with inverse d~EV2(c)~. Then d = (d+,d~) is an

idempotent in V satisfying V^d) = V¡(c) for i = 0, 1, 2.

Lemma 2. Let c, e be idempotents and A an automorphism of V sending e into

V2(c). Then hV2(e) c V2(c), and we have equality if and only if A+e+ is

invertible in V2(c).

Conjugacy Theorem. Let V be connected and (cx,..., cr), (ex,..., er) be

orthogonal systems of local idempotents in V, where r is a positive integer. Then

there exists an inner automorphism h of V such that hV2(e¡) = V2(c¡) for

1 < i < r.

As an immediate consequence of the Conjugacy Theorem (cf. Corollary 1

of the Main Theorem in [7]) one obtains that, if V is connected, any two

frames in V have the same (finite or infinite) length, called the capacity of V.

For technical reasons, it will be convenient to single out by intrinsic

properties a class of Jordan pairs which embraces all local Jordan pairs as

well as all connected ones having dec on principal inner ideals and containing

invertible elements. We formalize as follows: Fis said to be complete if

Cl. F is connected and of finite capacity;

C2. for each frame (c„ ... ; c,) in V, we have

Obviously, every complete Jordan pair contains invertible elements, and

every local Jordan pair is complete. On the other hand, suppose V is

connected, has dec on principal inner ideals and contains invertible elements.

Then Cl trivially holds. Also, V contains an idempotent e which satisfies

V = V2(e) and is therefore maximal. Given a frame (cx,..., cr) in V, the

idempotent c = 2 c¡ is maximal as well, and, by Corollary 4 of the Main

Theorem in [7], there exists an inner automorphism h of V satisfying hV2(c)

= V2(e) = V. This proves C2, and V is complete.

Lemma 3. Let c, d be local idempotents of V and W = Vx(c) n Vx(d). Then

c and d are connected if and only if rad W¥= W.

Proof, c and d are connected if and only if their canonical images in

K/rad V are connected. Hence, as rad W = W n rad V, we may assume

that V is semisimple. Then c and d are completely primitive, and if they are

also connected, we trivially have W =£ {0}. Conversely, suppose c and d are

not connected. Then we may apply [3, III, Lemma 2, pp. 3.22-3.23] to the
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quadratic Jordan algebra $• — V2(c + d)* (z = c~ + d~) and its supple-

mentary set [c+, d + ) of orthogonal completely primitive idempotents to

conclude that W+ consists of absolute zero divisors in f. Therefore (x,y) is

nilpotent, hence quasi-invertible, for x G W+, y E V2(c + d)~, and it

follows W+ c rad V2(c + d)+ = {0}. The same argument with + and —

interchanged yields W~ = {0}, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 4. Suppose c, d are orthogonal connected idempotents in V. Let

(cx, . . ., cr), (cr+x,... ,cs) be orthogonal systems of pairwise connected local

idempotents in V2(c), V2(d), respectively, satisfying

r2(c)-nÍ2<A   V2(d) = V2[±^.

Then, for all i = 1,..., r, j = r + 1,..., s, the idempotents c¡ and Cj are

connected.

Proof. By transitivity of connectedness, it suffices to show that there exist

indices / = 1.r,j = r+ 1,..., s for which c¡ and c, are connected. We

may further assume V = V2(c + d), put

c'=t c»   d' =   ¿    ct
k=\ i=r+l

and denote by Vy (1 < /, j < s) the Peirce subpairs of V relative to

(cx.cs). Then, by Lemma 1, we have

w= vx(c) n vx(d) = vx(c') n vx(d') = 2   Vr
i<r<j

c and d being connected, W certainly cannot be a radical pair, and so there

are i = 1,..., r, j = r + 1,..., s satisfying rad Vy ¥= Vy. Now Lemma 3

shows that c¡ and Cj are connected.

Proposition 4. Let X = (ex,..., em) be an orthogonal system of pairwise

connected idempotents in V such that V = V2(e), where e = 2e„ and V2(ex) is

complete. Then V is complete, and, if X' = (e'x,... ,e'm) is a system with the

same properties as X, there exists an inner automorphism h of V satisfying

hV2(e¡) = V2(e¡)for 1 < / < m.

Proof. For / = 1,..., m, V2(e¡) is isomorphic to V2(ex) [7, Theorem 1] and

hence complete; in particular, r, the capacity of V2(e¡), is independent of /.

Let (c(/_i)r+1,..., c,r) be a frame in V2(e,) and put

r m s

4=2 C(i-l)r+j,    d= 2   d¡= 2   9'
7=1 1=1 7=1

where s = rm. As V2(e¡) is complete, we have V2(e¡) = V2(d¡), which, because
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of Lemma 1, implies V2(d) = V2(e) = V. Hence Y - (cx,..., cs) is a frame

in V consisting, by Lemma 4, of pairwise connected local idempotents. Now

Theorem 3 in [7] shows that V is connected, having capacity s. In particular,

given another frame, Y' = (c'„ ..., c's), in V, the Conjugacy Theorem leads

to some inner automorphism h of V sending V2(cj) onto V2(cf),j — 1,..., s,

which implies hV2Ç2j..x cj) = V2(d) = V, so V is complete. Also, repeating

the construction above with X' in place of X shows that r is the capacity of

V2(e¡) (1 < i < m) and leads to a frame Y' = (c\,..., c¡) in place of y.

Hence, setting

4'- 2 c'(,_i),+j       (1 </<m)
7-1

and choosing A as before, gives

hV2(e¡) = ÄK2K) = V2(dt) = K2(e,)       (1< / < m),

as desired.

5. The Isotopy Theorem and examples. Let (C, 7, C0) be a coordinate triple.

Obviously, C0 makes up a unital subalgebra of C+. In accordance with the

terminology of [4], the corresponding Jordan pair will be written as (C0, C0).

We are interested in coordinate triples where this Jordan pair is complete.

According to 4 and [7, Proposition 2], this assumption holds automatically

when C0 is local or has dec on principal inner ideals and becomes simple after

reducing modulo its radical. We are now ready to prove the

Isotopy Theorem. Let (C, J, C0) and (D, K, D0) be coordinate triples such

that the Jordan pairs (C0, C0) and (D0, D0) are complete. Then, given an integer

m > 3, the Jordan matrix algebras Hm(C, 7, C0) and Hm(Z>, K, D¿) are isoto-

pic if and only if (C, J, Q) and (D, K, Z)0) are similar.

Proof. The sufficiency of this condition has been established in the

corollary of Proposition 3. Conversely, write V, W for the Jordan pair

attached to A = Hm(C, J, Q), B = Um(D, K, D0), respectively. Setting e¡ =

(![//*], l[/7]) G Bx B for 1 < i < m, X — (ex,..., em) is an orthogonal

system of a pairwise connected idempotents in W such that W = W2Ç2 e¡)

and H^i) = (A>> A>)> so> by hypothesis, W2(ex) is complete. Hence Propo-

sition 4 implies that W is complete. Now suppose A and B are isotopic. Then

V and W are isomorphic. Choosing an isomorphism <ï>: V-*W, setting

ci = (![»]> 1[«D e A X A for 1 < / < m and observing the completeness of

(C0, C0), we see that Proposition 4 applies to X' = (<P(c,),..., $(cm)). Hence

there is no harm in assuming $V2(c¡) = W2(e¡), i = 1,..., m, which

amounts to the existence of gx,..., gm E D0 n D x such that 0+l[w] =

&•[«]. As $ is an isomorphism of Jordan pairs, $+ is an isomorphism from A

onto 5(ä_1), g = diag(g„ ..., gm), so 3»+ followed by right multiplication by

g~x makes up an isomorphism <p from A onto Hm(7>, AT, D0, g) satisfying
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<p(l[ii]) = 1 [//']. Setting a = gx and replacing (D, K, D0) by the similar

coordinate triple (D, K[a\ D^a]) as well as g by ga~x allows us to assume

gx = 1. Now Proposition 3 shows that (C, 7, C0) and (D, K, D0) are isotopic.

This completes the proof.

We close the paper by discussing some examples. Let (C, 7, C0) be a

coordinate triple and suppose first that C is associative. Then isotopy reduces

to isomorphism, and hence another coordinate triple is similar to (C, 7, C0) if

and only if, for some a G C0 n Cx, it is isomorphic to (C, 7, C0)[a]. Next

suppose that & is a field, and let C be a Cayley algebra over k. Then, as

N(C) = k\, J agrees with the standard involution of C, and all isotopes of C

are isomorphic [8, p. 554]. Hence the isomorphism class of C determines the

similarity class of (C, 7, C0), and the Isotopy Theorem yields Jacobson's

result described in the introduction. More specifically, let k be the quotient

field of a local ring R and M a 7-invariant order in C (containing 1). Then

(Af, 71M, R1) is a coordinate triple over R to which the Isotopy Theorem may

be applied. Finally, if A: is a field of characteristic not two, let A be a Cayley

algebra over k with standard involution x h» x and B a quaternion subal-

gebra of A. Then B, A may canonically be regarded as alternative bimodules

P, Q, respectively, for B, and the split null extension C = B ® N, where N is

the P-bimodule P ® Q, becomes a uni tal alternative algebra of dimension 16,

with center k\ ® k\ ® k\ and nucleus k\ ® P © P. Also, it is easily verified

that the rule (a,p, q) h» (a, — p, q) for a E B, p E P, q G Q defines an

involution 7 of C having all norms in the nucleus but not all norms in the

center. More precisely, H(C, J) = kl ® P0® kl, P0 corresponding to the

pure quaternions, and it follows that (C, 7, H(C, 7)) is a coordinate triple to

which the Isotopy Theorem applies.
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